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What’s the current state 
Knowledge Management?

 Confused

 Is it information management?

 Is it all about technology?

 Prone to falling into the same mistakes

 KM focused on 6 main disciplines

 Linked with a small set of skills



Word-use in definitions

Knowledge 
management is the 

practice, process and 
culture of creating, 

sharing and improving 
an organization's 

knowledge

[KM is] organizing 
an organization’s 
information and 

knowledge 
holistically

[KM consists of ] 
leveraging 

intellectual assets 
to enhance 

organizational 
performance. 

The process used 
by organizations to 
get, show and put 
to work information 

within the 
organization.



KMWorld “100 Companies 
that matter in KM”

 A2iA-Natural handwriting recognition, intelligent word and character recognition technologies. ABBYY—Optical 
character recognition, document capture and language software. Accellion—Enterprise—class, secure file sharing 
solutions for mobile-enabled organizations. Access Innovations AccessData Accusoft—Document, content and imaging 
solutions.  Acrolinx—Linguistic analytics software based on natural language processing. Acumatica—Secure, cloud-and 
browser-based business ERP solutions for small and midsize businesses. Adlib Software—Automated conversion of 
content within business processes for document-intensive organizations. Adobe—Tools and services to create digital 
marketing and digital media solutions. Amazon Web Services—Complete set of services forming a reliable, scalable 
cloud computing platform. Appian—Business process management software, including solutions for mobile devices, 
cloud computing and social business. Apple—Business and consumer software and hardware. APQC—Business 
benchmarking and best practices for organizations in all industries. Aptean—End-to-end, industry-specific solutions to 
address business challenges. ASG Software Solutions—Vendor—agnostic cloud, content and systems software for 
reducing costs, enhancing workforce productivity and ensuring regulatory compliance. Attensity—Social analytics and 
engagement solutions. Attivio—Integration of enterprise search, business intelligence and analytics. AvePoint—
Enterprise—class governance and infrastructure management solutions for SharePoint. BA Insight—Integrated search 
technologies and search-based applications that help organizations fully leverage SharePoint and FAST Search. 
Bamboo Solutions—Provider of more than 70 products for SharePoint, including solutions for project, process, 
community and knowledge management. To Learn more, read Anders Johnsson, Chairman of the Board's View From 
the Top. Birst—Agile, real-time business analytics. Bloomfire—Provider of knowledge sharing social business software. 
Bonitasoft—Open source business process management. BP Logix—Infrastructure and business intelligence that 
enables business users to anticipate and predict potential problems in recurring business processes. To Learn more, 
read Jay O'Brien, CEO's View From the Top Bridgeline Digital—Web experience management and interactive technology 
solutions that help organizations optimize business processes. Clarabridge—Customer experience management (CEM) 
powered by intelligent sentiment and text analytics. Clarizen—Project management through a robust social interface. 
Code42—Secure file sync and share, and technology that protects and manages the data of hundreds of thousands of 
individuals and more than 5,000 companies. Collabware—Comprehensive content lifecycle management product for 
Microsoft SharePoint. Colligo Networks—Mobile collaboration and e-mail management in SharePoint. Comindware—
Adaptive business process management, workflow automation and predictive project management. Comintelli—
Enterprise information access software focusing on solutions for competitive intelligence, knowledge management, 
content delivery and enterprise search. Concept Searching—Software solutions that deliver conceptual metadata 
generation, auto-classification and taxonomy management. Connotate—Web data monitoring and collection for the 
business user. Content Analyst Company—Search and analytics for unstructured text. Coveo—Modular and scalable 
enterprise search platform that indexes information stored in various repositories throughout the enterprise. 
Datawatch—Information analytics systems through data extraction from static, but content-rich, sources. Dell 
Software—Solutions for IT optimization including tools for database management, applications, Windows, SharePoint, 
virtualization, etc. Earley & Associates—Information management consulting company specializing in all aspects of 
content management Eccentex—Cloud-based business process automation to reduce risk, increase efficiency and 
improve customer service. eGain—On—premise or cloud software for knowledge-powered, multichannel sales and 
service. EMC—Information infrastructure technology and solutions that enable organizations to transform the way they 
create value from Empolis—Creation, management, analysis and intelligent processing of all relevant information for a 



KM elements and their 
popularity



KM Benefits 

Strategic focus area Votes for value delivered so 
far

Large Med Small Zero
Connecting people through communities or 
networks

87 85 54 7

Improved access to documents (including search 
and portals)

79 118 49 9

Creation and provision of Best Practices 74 94 67 4
Learning from Experience 69 96 65 7
Improved management of documents 74 89 67 14
Knowledge Retention 69 83 71 11
Training and Development 51 103 66 8
Innovation 39 74 79 20
Knowledge-based engineering 28 47 62 17
Big Data 14 17 38 15



KM and other skills



KM is linked with …

 Project management
 Management
 Change management
 Leadership
 Research
 Program management
 Strategic planning
 Business process improvement
 Strategy
 MS Office





Top 12 implementation 
pitfalls

 KM not introduced with a business focus
 KM never embedded
 No senior management support
 No focus on high value knowledge
 Fail to show measurable benefit
 Not equal weight to the 4 enablers (PPTG)
 Not equal focus on supply and demand
 Only parts of the KM solution implemented
 We make KM too difficult
 KM not implemented as a change program
 KM team doesn’t engage with all stakeholder
 KM team are the wrong people



20 years ago

 1980  - employed 
as a geologist

 1992 – knowledge 
manager BP 
Norway

 1997 – member of 
BP corporate KM 
team

 1999 – formed 
Knoco Ltd



11 deadliest sins of KM in 
1998 (Prusak and others)

1. Reluctance to distinguish between data or 
information on the one hand and knowledge on 
the other

2. Emphasising documented stocks of knowledge to 
the detriment of knowledge flow

3. Viewing knowledge as existing predominantly 
outside the heads of individuals

4. Not understanding that a shared context is 
fundamental to knowledge management

5. Paying too little heed to the role and importance 
of tacit knowledge



11 deadliest sins 
continues

6. Disentangling knowledge from its business use

7. Downplaying thinking and reasoning

8. Focusing on the past and the present but not the 
future

9. Failing to recognise the importance of 
experimentation

10. Substituting technology for human interface

11. Seeking to develop direct measures of 
knowledge



Technology then and now

1997

 Groupware

 Lotus Notes

 Email

 Expert Systems

 Search

“Technology will save 
KM”

2016

 Social

 SharePoint

 Microblogs

 AI

 Semantic search

“Technology will save 
KM”



My own journey

Tool Toolkit Framework



Roles

Processes

Technologies

Gover-
nance



Future hell

 The confusion continues

 Nobody knows what KM is
 Content management? IM? Big data? CRM?

 The next technology is always “the 
answer to KM”

 The same pitfalls recur, the same sins 
are committed

 70% of KM initiatives fail



Future Heaven

We know what KM is.

 A discrete management discipline, 
focused on knowledge separate from 
IM, content management etc.

Knowledge Information

Codified 
knowledge



Future Heaven

We know that

 KM is a 
framework

 with 4 enablers

 Technology is 
part, and not 
all, of the 
solution

Roles

Processes

Technologies

Gover-
nance



Future Heaven

 We avoid the implementation pitfalls

 70% of KM initiatives succeed



The route through the 
minefield



ISO Knowledge 
management standard

 Started a year ago

 Committee Draft completed

 Each country’s national standards body 
coordinating a response

 Draft updated in light of comments

 Release for general comment

 Review of comments and redraft

 Release 2017? 2018?



The sort of things the 
committee draft covers
 Introduction examining KM and its relationship with 

other disciplines already covered by ISO 
 IM, RM, DM, CRM, BI, L&D, OL and Innovation 

management

 Scope and Definitions
 Principles for a Knowledge Management 

“management system” (aka framework) including 
 context, stakeholders, the framework itself, culture, 

leadership, governance

 Maintenance of the framework, including planning, 
support, monitoring and evaluation, and 
improvement.

 Appendix illustrating a number of ways in which KM 
is expressed in organizations 
 service-focused, product-focused, process-focused, 

retention-focused, customer-focused and others



My vision

 That the ISO Management System 
standard for KM, by presenting a 
principles-led approach to KM, will

 Remove (some of) the confusion

 Provide a central definition

 Warn of the pitfalls and deadly sins, and

 Allow any organisation, regardless of size, 
sector and scope, to build a secure KM 
approach based on the lessons of the past



Questions?


